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The doctoral programme consists of the training and research (from the first to the fourth 
semesters) and the research and dissertation phases (from the fifth to the eighth semesters). 
 

The doctoral training programs of the Doctoral School 
 

 

 Doctoral School of Informatics/Doctoral Program of Software and Computer Science 

 Doctoral School of Informatics/Doctoral Program of Data Science, Networks, Information 
Systems 

 Doctoral School of Informatics/Doctoral Program of Scientific Computing and Models, 
Numerical and Symbolic Methods 

 Doctoral School of Informatics/Doctoral Program of Informatics Teaching Methodology 

 Doctoral School of Informatics/Doctoral Program of Geospatial Information and Spatial Data 

 Doctoral School of Informatics/Doctoral Program of IT Solutions in Engineering Sciences 

 

 
 

I. Doctoral Program of Software and Computer Science 
 
The aim of the doctoral program is to provide doctoral students with deep and wide-ranging 
knowledge that will enable them to cultivate the theoretical foundations of computing and software 
science in an effective and active way, furthermore, to apply the methodological principles in an 
innovative manner, and adopt new procedures.   
The program offers the following research topics:  
software design and software engineering, algorithms, programming paradigms, programming 

Discipline: Informatics / computer science 

Level: Doctoral (PhD) 

Aim of the programme: to prepare students for the obtainent of a doctoral degree 

Duration of the program: 8 semesters (the training and research phase and the research and 
dissertation phase) 

Type of the program: full-time education 
 

Finances: limited number of state scholarships, otherwise tuition fee 

Entry requirement: MSc/MBA/MA degree and successful entrance examination 

Language requirements: To obtain a degree, a state-recognized complex (B2 type) English language 
exam at least intermediate level or an equivalent document is required 

Certificate at the end of the training: pre-degree certificate 

Full credit requirements: 240 credits 

Ways of credit acquisition: Study credits (min.: 24, max.: 54), teaching credits (min.: 0, max.: 48), research credits 
(min.: 156, max.: 216), professional credits (min:: 0, max: 24). The number of the 
required credits (120) that must be fulfilled by the 4th semester are stated 
in the ELTE Doctoral Regulations.  By the end of the fourth semester, it 
is compulsory to take and complete a so-called complex (comprehensive) 
exam course in one of the subjects of the PhD student's complex exam. 
The complex exam must be taken at the end of the fourth semester. After 
a successful complex exam, no study credit can be awarded in the research 
and dissertation phase. 



languages and type theory, software reliability, analysis, correctness, and testing, software 
architectures, computational models and unconventional computing, quantum 
computing,  artificial intelligence models and their application in the production of intelligent 
software, application domain-specific programming languages and software-intensive systems, 
cyber-physical and autonomous systems, human-machine interaction and natural language 
processing, and human and social aspects of information technology. 
 

II. Doctoral Program of Data Science, Networks, Information Systems 
 
The doctoral program is concerned with the theoretical research, construction, operation, and use 
of computer technologies for the operation of the digital data world. The three pillars of the 
doctoral program, data science, computer networks, and original information systems, support each 
other and provide a wide range of research opportunities.  
- The increasingly abundant availability of data and processing capabilities has led to the emergence 
of the field of data science, enhancing previous data mining and big data technologies with new 
deep learning capabilities in Artificial Intelligence. In summary, the field of managing, analyzing, 
and using big data sets is called data science. This includes data collection, cleaning, storage, and 
related algorithms, as well as data mining and deep learning technologies for analysis.   
- In addition to data management, the research of digital data networks for data collection, flow, 
access, and communication is the second component of the program. Networks will connect cloud 
centers to server centers, end users to individual mobile devices, and sensor networks to the 
Internet of communicating smart objects, extending the connectivity of our world across a very 
broad spectrum.   
- In the area of information systems, the program focuses on new directions in classical system 
models and operational database management technologies. Research in new concepts for data 
models, knowledge representation, and new database management technologies is also linked to 
this area. A key feature of digitization is that information systems are being built and enhanced with 
increasing automation and integration of AI technologies. Methods, algorithms, and technologies 
collectively referred to as artificial intelligence, and advanced data analytics solutions, are emerging, 
integrated, and embedded in processes within organizations and related information system 
processes. From these processes, the immutability of the outcomes of decisions and actions, the 
development of formal and feasible models and methods for transparency, traceability, 
explainability, and the exploration of alternative approaches and solutions are promising research 
areas.  
 

III. Doctoral Program of Scientific Computing and Models, Numerical and Symbolic Methods 
 
In the field of Scientific Computating and Models, the doctoral program deals with the construction 
of mathematical models using the tools of harmonic analysis, differential equations, number theory, 
and computer graphics, with the aim of solving problems in computer science, medicine, 
engineering, and other fields. In the area of numerical and symbolic methods, the doctoral program  
is structured around the theory and practice of numerical methods, approximation theory and 
optimization, and the mathematical background, methods, and applications of symbolic 
computation. Research in various related disciplines applying scientific computing, numerical or 
symbolic methods can also be included in the doctoral program. A wide range of topics such as 
signal and image processing, medical applications, engineering, shape recognition, computer 
vision, computer algebra applications, cryptography, and information security are being addressed. 
 

IV. Doctoral Program of Informatics Teaching Methodology 
 
The aim of the doctoral program is to train research teachers with a broad knowledge of computer 
science, who are able to combine the discipline, its new findings, and pedagogical knowledge in a 
creative way, and who are able to perform demanding tasks in teaching, talent management, 
curriculum design and development, subject advising and subject management, as well as to provide 
a supply of new talent in the field of subject methodology in higher education. Research in 
educational methodologies needs to respond rapidly to a constantly changing knowledge base and 
to the impact of information technologies that are increasingly embedded in everyday life. The 



subject of informatics is changing very rapidly, with an increasing emphasis on programming 
alongside general informatics, as evidenced by the intensity of curricular debate at the international 
level. It is therefore essential for researchers to keep pace with the emergence of modern 
technologies and tools, not only at the user level but also with a broad, professional knowledge of 
programming. This complex task cannot be achieved without specific research skills. 
 

V. Doctoral Program in Spatial Information and Spatial Data Science 
               
Spatial data plays a critical role in the digitalization of social and industrial domains and is a 
fundamental input parameter for various economic and research concepts. The successful 
utilization of location-based content, which includes spatial, temporal, and thematic data, is an 
indicator of significance from both scientific and economic perspectives. In addition, a substantial 
amount of human culture information is spatial data.  
The doctoral program Spatial Informatics and Spatial Data Science is designed to analyze, interpret, 
and model spatial relationships of attribute data. It aims to develop a theoretical and practical 
understanding of spatial data technologies and their application, as well as research development 
to address the challenges in this field.  
The program's thematic areas include remote sensing methods, web-GIS, navigation and mobile 
mapping technologies, spatial data visualization, spatial data mining, and other relevant topics in 
computer science.        
 

VI. Doctoral Program of IT Solutions in Engineering Sciences 
 
Modern production technologies are inconceivable without IT research and development 
nowadays. The comprehensive, complex understanding and management of it is the driving force 
of modern societies.  
The educational perspective within the framework of the doctoral program enables the acquisition 
of comprehensive proficiency at the interface points of the IT and engineering fields. Based on this 
knowledge, the students enable to conduct independent research, develop IT solutions and solve 
problems arising in engineering sciences.  
The doctoral program provides theoretical and practical knowledge in the fields of informatics, 
which are essential for high-quality engineering solutions, including Industry 4.0 manufacturing 
technology, engineering materials science, mechanics and dynamic flow simulations.  
IT research and development focuses on tasks whose solution supports the characteristics and 
multipurpose, applied use of metallic, polymeric and composite materials. Materials science issues 
range from molecular systems through an array of material properties to informatics and 
engineering design, finite element modeling and optimization procedures with IT systems. The 
background of these and similar engineering solutions is based on engineering mechanics.    
The infrastructural conditions of the doctoral program are based on the modern and well-equipped 
laboratories of the Savaria Institute of Technology within the Faculty of Informatics.  
 
 
Training and research phase 
 
In the training and research phase, students are required to complete at least 24, maximum 54 study 
credits. 
 

The 6-credit courses include 2 contact hours per week. 
 
 

Doctoral Program of Software and Computer Science 
 
Subjects: 
 
 
INFPHD005 Software Quality Management 

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 



INFPHD008 Seminar on search and communicational complexity  
6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 

INFPHD015 Research Topics in Autonomic Systems  
6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 

INFPHD032 Type theory  
6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 

INFPHD034 Analysis of Algorithms and Data Structures I.  
  6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD035 Comparative analysis of Programming Languages  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD037 Artificial Neural Nets  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD061 Research methodology  

6 credit, practice, mandatory, not repeatable 
INFPHD080 Systems of language processors: formal –language-theoretic models of 
multi-agent systems  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD102 Bio-inspired Computation: Membrane Systems  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD407 Software Testing Attila Kovács 

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD426 Central-European Functional Programming Summer School  
  6 kredit, előadás, választható, nem ismételhető 
INFPHD435 Current Trends in Logic Programming  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD438 Requirements Engineering  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD444 SAT Solving Algorithms  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
 

 
Comprehensive (complex) exam preparatory subjects: 
 
 
INFPHD601 Design and analysis of algorithms (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD602 Complexity (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD604 IT security (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD609 Parallel and Distributed Systems (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD610 Programs correctness and semantics (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable  
INFPHD612 Programming Languages (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD613 Theoretical Foundations of Computer Science (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD629 Mathematical Logic (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD631 Programming Technology (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD632 Temporal Logic (complex exam preparatory)  
  6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
 
 
 



 
List of complex exam subjects for the doctoral program: 

 
Design and analysis of algorithms 

Complexity theory 

IT security 

Parallel and distributed systems 

Correctness and semantics of programs 

Programming languages 

Foundations of computational theory 

Computer systems 

Data structures and algorithms 

Mathematical logic 

Programming technology 

Temporal logics 

 
 

Doctoral Program of Data Science, Networks, Information Systems 
 
 
Subjects: 
 
 
INFPHD022 Advanced database systems II. (Fundamentals of Databases II-III.)  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD023 Data mining  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD037 Artificial Neural Nets  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD048 Analysis of Algorithms and Data Structures II  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD052 Queueing theory  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD061 Research methodology  

6 credit, practice, mandatory, not repeatable 
INFPHD421 Mobil Ad Hoc Networks  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD427 Peer-to-peer networks  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD441 Semantic Web applications  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
 
 
 



Complex exam preparatory subjects:  

 
INFPHD616 Data Mining (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD619 Bioinformatics (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD626 Information systems applications (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD628 Modern databases (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD633 Geoinformatics (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD636 Information systems (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD637 Databases and knowledge bases (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD638 Mathematics of networks and the www (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
 
 
 
List of complex exam subjects for the doctoral program: 

 
 

 Databases, knowledge bases 

 Data mining 

 Bioinformatics 

 Modern databases 

 Information systems 

 IT security 

 Artificial Intelligence 
 
 
List of complex exam subjects recommended in the doctoral program: 

 

 Parallel and distributed systems 

 Basics of computation theory 

 Computer graphics 

 Computer systems 

 Design and analysis of algorithms 

 Data structures and algorithms 

 Image processing (Computer vision) 

 Neural computing 

 Temporal logics 

 Geospatial information 

 Mathematics of www and networks 
 

 
Doctoral Program of Scientific Computing and Models, Numerical 
and Symbolic Methods 
 



Subjects: 
 
 
INFPHD009 Surface reconstruction by computer 

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD061 Research methodology 

6 credit, practice, mandatory, not repeatable 
INFPHD167 Nonlinear phenomenon on lattice 

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD197 Multiple objective optimization  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD413 Principles of real analysis 

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD423 Parallel computing in discrete mathematical modelling 

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD433 Fourier calculus I 

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD434 Fourier calculus II. 

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
 
 
Complex exam preparatory subjects: 

 
INFPHD603 Fourier analysis and its applications (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD607 Numerical computations (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD618 Approximation theory (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD620 Numerical solution of differential equations (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD621 Numerical solution oft he equation system (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD622 Models of computation and their applications (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD624 Mathematical modelling of Curves and Surfaces (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
 
 
List of complex exam subjects for the doctoral program: 
 

 Fourier analysis and its applications 

 Numerical calculations 

 Approximation theory 

 Numerical solution of differential equations 

 Numerical solution of systems of equations 

 Computational models and their applications 

 Mathematical modeling of curves and surfaces 
 

 
Doctoral Program of Informatics Teaching Methodology 
 
Subjects: 
 



 
INFPHD061 Research methodology  

6 credit, practice, mandatory, not repeatable 
INFPHD142 M-Learning  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD156 R&D questions of innovative TEL (Technology Enchanted Learning)  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD160 Theory of informatics curriculum  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD179 Chapters of informatics methodology research seminar I.  

6 credit, practice, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD184 Chapters of informatics methodology research seminar II.  

6 credit, practice, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD185 Chapters of informatics methodology research seminar III.  

6 credit, practice, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD190 Educational programming languages  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD417 Research fields of interactive media  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
 
Complex exam preparatory subjects: 
 
INFPHD608 The teaching methodology of Information Technology (complex exam 
preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD611 Programming methodology (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD615 Computer systems (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
 
 
List of complex exam subjects for the doctoral program: 
 

 Methodology of teaching Informatics 

 Programming methodology 

 Computer systems 

 Information technology curriculum theory 

 Technologies that support teaching 
 
 
List of complex exam subjects recommended in the doctoral program: 
 

 Databases, knowledge bases 

 Information systems 

 IT security 

 Artificial Intelligence 

 Numerical calculations 

 Methodology of teaching Informatics 

 Parallel and distributed systems 

 Programming methodology 

 Programming languages 

 Computer graphics 

 Computer systems 

 Information technology curriculum theory 

 Technologies that support teaching 



 

 
Doctoral Program in Spatial Informatics and Spatial Data Science  
              
  
Subjects: 
 
INFPHD061 Research methodology  

6 credit, practice, mandatory, not repeatable 
INFPHD462 Developing web applications with maps  

6 credit, practice, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD462 Remote sensing methods  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD463 Map animations  

6 credit, practice, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD464 Cognitive Data Visualization  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD465 Spatial Databases and Data Mining in Geoinformatics  

6 credit, practice, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD466 Output-oriented digital cartography  

6 credit, lecture, optional, not repeatable 
INFPHD467 Thematic Maps in GIS  

6 credit, practice, optional, not repeatable 
 
Complex exam preparatory subjects: 
 
 
INFPHD640 Remote sensing methods (complex exam preparatory) 

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD641 Developing web applications with maps (complex exam preparatory) 

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD642 Output-oriented digital cartography (complex exam preparatory) 

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD643 Cognitive Data Visualization (complex exam preparatory) 

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD644 Spatial Databases and Data Mining in Geoinformatics (complex exam 
preparatory) 

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
 
 
List of complex exam subjects for the doctoral program: 
 

 Geospatial information 

 Navigation technologies 

 Remote sensing 

 Spatial data visualization 
 
 
List of complex exam subjects recommended in the doctoral program: 
 

 Spatial databases and data mining 

 Map projections in GIS 
 
 

 



 
 
Doctoral Program of IT Solutions in Engineering Sciences 
 
Subjects: 
 
INFPHD061 Research methodology  

6 credit, practice, mandatory, not repeatable 
 
Complex exam preparatory subjects: 
 
INFPHD646 Engineering application of information theory and entropy (complex exam 
preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD647 Manufacturing engineering for I4.0 (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD648 Computation engineering process (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD649 Modelling and Simulation of Dynamic Systems (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
INFPHD650 Multicriteria decision making (complex exam preparatory)  

6 credit, practice, mandatory chosen, not repeatable 
 
 
Rules for evaluation and assessment: 
 
During the training and research phase, credit points can be given for attending contact 
classes, for exams, for the preparation of the accomplishment of tasks and for the 
absolving of assessments. In the case of one-semester courses taught in one or two contact 
hours a week, the evaluation of the processing and acquisition of the knowledge material 
is carried out on a five-level scale: excellent (5), good (4), satisfactory (3), pass (2) and fail 
(1). In the case of some two-semester subjects, the first semester of which does not end 
with an assessment, at the end of the first semester, the instructor evaluates the student's 
performance on a two-level scale - passed or failed - with the signature of the instructor. 
In this case, students only receive grades and study credits at the end of the second 
semester, after completing the second part of the subject based on a five-point scale. 
 
The minimum number of study credits that must be acquired in the training and research 
phase is 24. Among the courses that can be taken, we distinguish the so-called courses 
belonging to the doctoral program, complex exam preparatory subjects and complex exam 
preparatory subjects recommended in the doctoral program. By the end of the fourth 
semester, it is mandatory to take at least one complex exam preparatory course, related to 
the student’s complex exam subject. 
 
Mandatory subjects in the training and research phase:  
  
Research methodology (1st semester, 6 credits) 
Main subject preparing for complex exam (2nd to 4th semesters, 6 credits) 
 
INFPHD500 Partial training, credit transfer 
A maximum of 50% of the study credits required to obtain the pre-degree certificate 
(absolutorium) can be completed through partial training or credit transfer. 
 
Research credits: the minimum research credits to be completed in the two phases are 156, the 
maximally acquirable research credits are 216. 
 



      Distribution: 1-4 semester: minimum 66 credits, maximum 96 credits 
                           5-8 semester: minimum 90 credits, maximum 120 credits 
 
 
INFPHD200  Research work 
 
                         1-4 semester: minimum 66 credits in total, maximum 96 credits in total 
                         5-8 semester: minimum 90 credits in total, maximum 120 credits in total, 
                          practice, mandatory 
 
      Mandatory research assignments: 
                      Preparation of a detailed research plan, end of the 1st semester, 2 credits 
                      Preparing a research report 1-3, 5-8. end of semester, 2 credits 
 
 

 

The system of recognition of research performance: 
 
Research credit can be given for acquiring the abilities and skills necessary for scientific 
research work, for making progress in scientific research work, and for publishing the results 
of scientific work. 
 
Proposal for detailing research credit points: 
(recognized by the supervisor with the approval of the head of the doctoral program in 
proportion to the amount of the work invested): 
 

 

Recommended amount for completing tasks: 
›  Professional presentation: 2-4 credits 
›  Presentation with a paper published at a domestic conference: 4-5 credits 
›  Poster at a domestic conference: 3-4 credits 
›  Presentation with a paper published at an international conference: 6-10 credits 
›  Poster at an international conference: 4-8 credits 
›  Journal article published in Hungarian: 4-8 credits 
›  Journal article published in a foreign language: 8-14 credits 
 
 

 
Research activity without concrete results: 
It must be recognized in proportion to the amount of work invested (1 credit equals to 30 
working hours), a maximum of 20 credits can be given during a semester for carrying out 
research activities without concrete results. 
              
Within the scientific module, credit points can be awarded for acquiring the abilities and 
skills necessary for scientific research work, for progressing in scientific research work, 
and for publishing the results of scientific work. The research activity to be carried out is 
evaluated on a three-level scale (excellent, pass, fail). At the end of each semesters, the 
supervisor verifies the student's research results by filling in a credit verification form and 
determines the credit value of professional presentations, presentations held at domestic 
and foreign conferences and published posters, as well as accepted and published technical 
articles in Hungarian and foreign languages. 
  
Research activities that do not lead to specific results are classified by the supervisor in 
proportion to the amount of work invested. The interpretation of research activity that 
does not involve a specific result: all research activities that lead to the solution of a given 
scientific problem and the publication of the solution (e.g. processing literature, making 
assumptions, proposed solutions and checking their correctness, preparing the result for 
publication). The doctoral student must prepare a 3 to 5 page report on the research 
activity that does not lead to specific results, which is approved by the supervisor's 



signature and countersigned by the head of the doctoral program. 
 
INFPHD205 Professional credits  
 
Professional credit can be given for scientific public activities that help integration into 
academic life and the scientific professional community, for scientific activities that 
support scientific work (e.g. professional activities carried out in the organization of 
conferences/workshops, curriculum development, etc). Professional credits can also be 
given for supervising BSc or MSc theses. 
The supervisor makes a proposal for the recognition of professional credit and the head 
of the relevant doctoral program approves it. 
 
INFPHD300 - Teaching credit  
 
During the 8 semesters of the doctoral program, maximum 48 credits can be acquired out 
of teaching (24 credits in the training and aducational phase, 24 credits in the dissertational 
phase) 
 
When counting teaching activities, 1 contact hour (45 minutes) corresponds to 2 credits. 
The educational activity is certified by the relevant head of department and the number of 
credits for it recognized by the supervisor and with the approval of the head of the relevant 
doctoral program. 
 
Comprehensive (complex) exam 
 
The list of subjects for the complex exam is compiled according to the doctoral programs. 
 
At the end of the last semester before the complex exam, the doctoral student prepares a 
detailed research document (report), which is reviewed by his supervisor and the head of 
the relevant doctoral program. The minimum academic requirement to apply for the 
complex exam is a full paper submitted for publication, which must be available.  It is 
recommended that the paper be at least accepted for publication. 
 
Mandatory chosen subjects of the complex exam in the doctoral program: 
 
Subjects of the complex exam 
 

 Databases, knowledge bases 

 Information systems 

 Design and analysis of algorithms 

 Complexity theory 

 Fourier analysis and its applications 

 IT security 

 Computer algebra 

 Artificial Intelligence 

 Numerical calculations 

 Methodology of teaching IT 

 Parallel and distributed systems 

 Correctness and semantics of programs 

 Programming methodology 

 Programming languages 

 Basics of computational theory 

 Computer graphics 

 Computer systems 



 Information technology curriculum theory 

 Spatial informatics  

 Navigation technologies 

 Remote sensing 

 Spatial data visualization 
 
 
Recommended subjects of the complex exam 
 

 Data mining 

 Data structures and algorithms 

 Approximation theory 

 Bioinformatics 

 Numerical solution of differential equations 

 Numerical solution of systems of equations 

 Computational models and their applications 

 Fractal geometry, chaos 

 Modeling of curves and surfaces 

 Information theory and coding 

 Applications of information systems 

 Image processing (Computer vision) 

 Modern databases 

 Mathematical logic 

 Neural calculations 

 Programming technology 

 Temporal logics 

 Mathematics of www and networks 

 Spatial databases and data mining 

 Map projections in GIS 

 
 
 


